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About This Game

****This game is on Alpha test - Please Read the Early Access Description before buying*****

Seed of the Arcane is an open world, action role play game, set in the fantasy world of Magion Islands, where magic and steel
determine the future

Explore the world of Magion Islands though the eyes of a commoner, who is losing everything as the world shatter around him.
Don’t give up. Become stronger. Forge alliances and together with your party change the destiny of the islands forever.

After all, prophecies can be falsified as a man without future, is a page without letters. Letters can forge a great story of victory
or defeat

Seed of the Arcane is a story driven game and as such it is contains a lot of world lore and many stories.It is recommended for
people that playing

rpg for their Role Playing aspect and their story-line.

Features:

3 Different endings

Start with Nameless, and then experience 5 different playable characters.
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(More Specifically in the middle of the 4th level of the game the player will change from the main character ,
to other playable characters to experience the story from their eyes)

9 Different Npcs that you could play with and experience their story

Almost all the choices matter and their not easily forgiven

4-5 Different and unique levels according the chooses that you have made

30+ different creatures

100+ Quests and sub quests

Crafting System

Day and night circle that effects the Npcs movements

5 Different mini games

Combat Styles depending on your weapon of choose

Interactive Npcs that behave according to your chooses
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Title: Seed Of The Arcane , Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Infosuccess3d
Publisher:
Infosuccess3d
Release Date: 11 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: i5 , 2nd generation Quarto Core

Memory: 8000 MB RAM

Graphics: 760 GTX

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6000 MB available space

English
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Box Maze is simple, and quite easy to play.
Very enjoyable for casual gamers and achievement hunters alike. So many achievements!
I really admire the idea of the potions that you collect being more than just points to have, rather you can use them to elimanate
a specific monster color.
It's cheap, so why not pick this up!. Great indie tower defense game. It's definitely got a nice colorful derpy athestetic and the
gameplay is pretty fun with a bit of a sandbox feel. Apparently the full release is coming for the summer sale, but I can't really
speak to the newer content cause I haven't played it. In its current state, there is no multiplayer and there are some fps issues, but
those are pretty much limited to when you spawn a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of animals or turrents (which is pretty hilarious tbh). It took
me about 8 hours to finish the current content which I had a lot of fun playing, and for 5 bucks thats pretty reasonable. The full
release might cost more but it looks like there will be 6 or so new maps (currently 2) and multiplayer.

I will update this for the full release which im pretty excited for :D. It's a fun little golf game! Decent challenge too, glad I
backed it.
. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlOLf-RHR6U. Useful, easy and they are openedmind to recibe feedback, that's why
every upgrade is better!
Thanks!. Even if I really love BL games (and wish for more BL games to be available on Steam)... I just can't recommend
"Beyond Eden".

But at first let me say what I liked about it:
+ the music isn't something to remember but it sounds good and soothing
+ the characters voices are relaxing and they sound professional
+ the art is really lovable (and oh how I love some of the pictures)
+ there are very different love interests to pick from
+ the protagonist can be both seme or uke based on the route/choices
+ if you like 18+ scenes... well there are many to choose from

Nevertheless... now for the reasons why I am disappointed after playing the game:
- the protagonist (Alex Wake) is simply an ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥... I didn't want a sweet and innocent protagonist for a story about
revenge but there is just no chance for me to like him.. As the player I have to like the main character even a little bit or else I
can't enjoy the game
- the background story about said protagonist is good and it has some shocking moments but it doesn't justify the things that
Alex is doing to his love interests (some of them didn't even do anything wrong to Alex)
- I can't understand how some routes are all about Alex r@ping someone and yet there is still a chance for the choosen character
to fall in love with Alex.. just how?!
- the choices that you have to make while playing are kinda obvious
- there should have been more time to talk about the characters and to develop deep feelings between them and Alex
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- there was so much potential about the story but I have the feeling that it was kinda rushed

All in all it was not really worth the money. That's kinda sad because I waited so long for this game. Nevertheless it had some
good sides and I am always happy to support visual novels.
(Oh and English is not my mother tongue so if I made any mistakes you can keep them xD). I've only played this for a few
minutes, but will expand on this after i've experienced more of the game. But, I love the atmosphere this game is giving off
already. I've played a few games made with RPG Maker, and this has to be the best looking one i've found in recent years ...
seriously give it a shot, I don't think you'll regret it!. This game is an insane amount of fun I highly reccomend it if you are a fan
of super mario megaman and campy old horror films like Plan Nine From Outer Space The Giant Claw Robot Monster and of
course Manos the Hands of Fate. My favorite game of the year! Recommend to everyone!
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In my opinion this game is a little hidden gem. Not many people play it anymore and its a shame.
Nice clean graphics, simple controls and an interesting "teach your A.I." mode.
From time to time it goes on sale for less than 1e/1$, buy it, you wont regret it ;). Cash grab? I see no unreal engine...Soon my
butt! Well i was a fool i was fooled :D. Very simple yet visually appealing rts. Buy it!. Best 3€ I ever spent! This game has a
great story with lovely characters and it's own flair. And I think it is really damn difficult. You have to travel between 2009 and
2010 to complete your quests. After a while I stopped making progress and ran through the whole house and outside too,
speaking with everyone and trying to interact with anything, but I couldn't find out how to continue. The house is really damn
big and almost like a labyrinth. You can spent hours of time with this game, which is great for only 3€. Great game I liked it :)

Here is a video I made so you can take a look if you are thinking of buying it:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYmUUh34b9k. Fineally a game like this !!!
Always hoped someone make a space ranger alike game , with sweet 3D but view from top down, where you actually can move
around inside the ship and stations...

Dam this game have a good feeling to it !!!

just played like 20min but still.. i feel the love already.. this game will be legendary!
I might meet ea bugs ect, but heck, tell me one ea game who did not had some problem under making... also content i bet will be
added more and more.. not tested how much there is in it already but i will find out :)

Combine a game like this with a gigantic space game like X3 soon X4 .... meaning , make it possbile to make own station
networks.. fleets and capitals.. this game will even be more fun then the great X series.. but that is my opionion.. i just love the
view angel and graphic on this game!!! .... gearbgaergb
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